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1 - Pool Training
Fweeee!!!! Gold's whistle blew and the battle began.
"Okay, let's go Wizard!" Crystal said releasing her Murkrow.
"Come on Rainbow!" Brendan said as the Beautifly emerged from its ball. It was a nice day in the Dana
region. The battle was taking place at the pool, a common training ground for the gym leaders since
Gold had a job there as a lifeguard. Whenever there was no one there, it was training time. (nobody
really ever came to the pool because gold was lazy and kept it usually closed)
Sitting in the blechers nearby were Jesie, who was a fire gym leader and Heather (Psychic). "Good
luck!" they both shouted making victory signs with their hands!
"Let's finish it, Wizard, Shadow Ball!" Crystal ordered with a flick of her red jacket sleeve.
"Krow!" Wizard created a dark ball and lunged it towards Rainbow. Direct hit!
"Rainbow, counter attack with Silver Wind!" Brendan commanded.
"Beautifly!" Sparkly wind filled the entire pool room.
"Ack! I can't see a thing!" Heather screamed. After the wind had cleared, Brendan pushed his red scarf
out of his face. "Huh?" he said as he was surprised that he did not see Wizard.
"Okay Wizard jump out and hit it with a Aerial Ace!" the dark gym leader ordered.
"Murkrow!" It splashed out of the pool water and was seen only for a second.
"What??!!! On no! Rainbow, look out!" Brendan cried. Too late. In another flash the Dark/flying type
pokemon appeared again and hit Rainbow with a powerful Aerial Ace. Rainbow fell to the ground with
swirls in it eyes.
"You did well Rainbow," said the flying gym leader, "take a rest." Rainbow returned into its Pokeball.
"Okay, who's up next!" Crystal announced.
"I'll go!" Heather volunteered.
"But Heather, you only have Psychic types. It's gonna be had to win against Dark types," Jesie warned.
"No matter!" She said flipping back her blonde hair, her blue eyes sparkling. She walked to the other end
of the pool, ready to battle.
"This battle will be between Psychic leader Hather and Dark leader Crystal," Gold said through his
megaphone. "No time limit, let the battle begin!" Fweeeee!!!!!
"Go Daydreamer!" Heather said as she let out her Gardevoir.
"Go Blade!" Crystal did the same, and out came a Weavile.
"Blade, Ice Beam!
"Weav!" Blade emitting the strong ice attack right towards Gardevoir.
"Quick Daydreamer, Protect! A sheild formed around Daydreamer and sent the ice beam bouncing in all
directions.
"Aiiee!Watch it!" Jesie said sternly as she hopped up and down to avoid the ice beam with came close to
hitting her maroon colored boots.
"Okay Daydreamer! Thundershock!"
"Gardevoir!" A power electric shock hit Blade and sent it falling into the pool.
"Uh-oh," Brendan said as he watched Blade start to sink.
"Ah-ha! Blade ice beam on the surface water!" Crystal said snapping her fingers indicating an idea.
"Vile!" Blade said as the water on top of the pool's surface harden into thick ice.
"What's she doing? Blade's trapped under the ice" Jesie asked Brendan.
"I get it! Daydreamer can't see Blade now and doesn't know when to attack!"

"Okay Blade, jump out and hit it with Shadow claw!" Crystal ordered.
"Weav!" Blade broke through the ice and a dark purple mist formed around it's right claws. It struck
Daydreamer with a one hit K.O.
"Ah well," Heather said.
"Practice makes perfect!" Brendan and Heather said together. Blade smile and made a victory sign.
"Weavile!"

2 - Regan - Arctic Badge Part 1
"Hmmm..." Mimi said looking at her poorly drawn map. Her white shirt with a red stripe, and black pants
were covered with a little bit of dirt from walking. Her hair, which hung loosely in a ponytail, dnagled ina
messy heap. "It says I'm in Freezym City," She looked around, the buildings all unknown to her.
"Where's the Gym?"
She started walking ahead, her eyes fixed on the map, yet she didn't know what was about to happen
next. A girl about 3 years older than her with brown hair, a blue shirt, white hat with a red stripe, and a
red skirt, slammed into her head on, causing the map to fly outta her hands.
"Hehe, sorry! Wait, what are you donig here Mimi?" the girl asked.
"Huh...?Oh, Rhia! Hey! Crystal sent me this postcard and I decided to come here and earn some
badges." Mimi answered.
"Cool, Crystal sent me a postcard too. Are you looking for the Gym?" Rhia questioned.
"Yeah,"
"Well I am too, let's go,"
***
"Hey look, there's the gym!" Rhia said in triumph. There stood the Gym, a big blue building that looked
like it was encased in ice. They both entered the gym looking around for the Leader.
"Hello?" They both called.
"Heya!" shouted a blonde headed girl wearing a gray jacket, a long pink shirt with a belt, purple pants,
and black boots. She jumped off a crystal like sculpture. "Are you two lookin'for a battle?"
"Yes...are you the leader?"
"Yep! My name is Regan and I'm the all powerful ice type leader of Freezym City! Are you two gonna
battle together or shall I knock you out separately?"
"We'll go together and beat you!" Rhia protested.
"Excellent! Time for a battle!" Regan cheered. She jumped onto another crystal like sculpture and told
Rhia and Mimi to each get on one of the ice platform in the pond in front of them. The pond was
scattered with all types of platforms made of ice, some taller and wider than others.
"This battle will be between trainers Rhia and Mimi and Gym Leader Regan. No timit limit. This will be a
four-on-four battle with 2 Pokemon per each round. Only the trainers are allowed substitutions. Let the
battle begin!" the intercom announced. A bell rung that began the fight.
"Go Icee and Snowy!" Regan said releasing her Pokemon. A Glalie and a snowy white Dewgong
appeared.
"Let's go Taunt!" Mimi said as she let out her Banette.
"You too, Crystal!" Rhia chimed in, letting out her Blaziken.
"Heh, that's funny, you knicknamed your the Blaziken the same as my sister's name." Mimi laughed.
"Enough talk! Icee, Ice Beam, Snowy, dive into the water!" Regan ordered.
"Glalie!" A powerful Ice Beam shot from the Glalie's ears and straight towards Crystal.
"Crystal, hurry, jump onto one of the platforms!" Rhia said. The Blaziken jumped high onto a very tall,
narrow platform.
"Taunt, now use Metronome!" Mimi shouted.
"Banette!" It wiggled its finger to produce a Thunder attack which hit Icee with supreme accuracy. Icee
stumbled for a second, but then got back into position.
"Snowy, use Hyper Beam on the platform that Crystal is standing on!"

"Dewgong!" Snowy shot a orangish-yellow beam at the bottom of the platform, which caused it to crack.
"Crystal, use the platforms to get to Icee and then use Blaze Kick!" Rhia commanded. Crystal quickly
hopped over the platforms aimed its Blaze Kick right at Icee.
"Icee, quick use protect! Snowy, use surf!" A sheild formed around Icee, repelling Crystal's Blaze kick
and sent it flying into the air. The water was now getting choppy because of Snowy's surf. A huge wave
hit Taunt and caused it to slam against the wall.
"Okay, Snowy use Blizzard on Taunt!" Reagan exclaimed.
"Dew!" The gym was now filled with snow and the water had become ice. Neither Crystal or Taunt was
seen.
"That took care of them!" Regan chuckled.
"You think!" Rhia and Mimi said together.
"Taunt Shadow Ball!" Mimi said.
"Crystal use Flamethrower on the Shadow Ball!" Rhia ordered. The combanation produced a dark fiery
ball that lunged towards Icee and Snowy.
"Look out!" Regan screamed.
"Glalie!"
"Gong!"
TO BE CONTINUED...

3 - Regan - Arctic Badge Part 2
Wham! The Shadow Ball Flamethrower combo hit Icee with a bang! Smoke filled the room which made
the pokemon unrecognized to their trainers.
"Good use of Substitute, Taunt!" Mimi said.
"Banette!" it said happily.
"Icee, are you okay?" Regan asked her fainted Glalie, which had smashed into the wall and had made a
larger crater.
"Gla..lie..." Icee muttered.
"You did a good job, now have a rest,"she said, returning Icee to its Pokeball. She looked back at Rhia
and Mimi. "That was a good combo, but not enough to beat me! Snowy, Surf!"
"Dewgong!" Snowy produced a wave so high that it was no longer seen in the rushing water.
"Taunt, use Metronome!" Mimi ordered. Taunt wiggled its finger but produced a Psych Up attack that
was rather pointless at the moment.
"Snowy, now jump outta the wave and use Hyper Beam!"
"Dew!" It shot outta the wave in a flash and produced a Hyper Beam.
"Taunt use Metronome!" Mimi said sharply. The Banette wiggled its finger once more and did a Mirror
Coat attack a second before the Hyper Beam hit. It bouced back and hit Snowy with full power, causing
it to stumble into the water.
"While its down, Crystal, Flamethrower!"
"You too, Taunt, Night Shade!"
The double attack hit Snowy with a burst of purple and red light. Snowy laid unconcious in the water.
"Not bad but try this out!" Regan smirked as she returned her Dewgong. "Go Milkshake and Pearl!" She
released two Pokeballs and out came a Freezeon, the newly discovered Ice evo of Eevee, and a
Cloyster.
"Milshake, Ice ball!"
"Freezeon!" It produced an Ice ball about the size of a large baseball and hurtled it towards Crystal.
"Crystal, destroy the Ice Ball with Blaze Kick!" Rhia ordered.
"Blaze!" Bright flames shot out as the Blaziken practically melted the Ice ball with its Blaze Kick.
"Now, quickly, Fire Spin!"
"Blaziken!" it shouted as it created a spinning wheel of Fire and projected it towards Milkshake.
Milkshale tried to block it with another Ice Ball but its effort failed and it fainted right where it was
standing.
"3 down, 1 to go!" Regan sneered. "Closter, Icicle Spear!"
"Cloyster.." it said menicinly as sharp points of ice rained down upon Taunt.
"Ba-nette!" Taint cried as the icicles rained down harder. Pearl produced one last Icicle Spear that hit
Taunt on the mark, and left it lying unconcious on one of the ice platforms.
"Return, Taunt!" Mimi said as she returned the Banette into its righful Pokeball. " Hmmm...Let's go
Magmag!" She threw the Pokeball and a new Pokemon appeared on the platform.
"Quilava!" it cried as bursting red and yellow flames protruded from its head and tail.
"Blaziken, Flame Thrower!"
"Magmag, Fire Spin!" The two fire attacks formed together to create a dazzling line of fire.
"Pearl, close your shell!" Regan quickly commanded.
"Cloyster..." it's spiky shell closed around its face as the fire rained down upon it.

"Hey, wait a minute." Mimi started to say,"A Cloyster's shell can't protect it from everything. If we hold
out long enough, the heat will get so intense inside the shell that it'll hafta open up and that's when we
attack!"
"That's a clever idea!" Rhia agreed.
"Okay guys turn it up full blast!" Rhia and Mim said truimphantly.
"Blaze!"
"Quila!" The flames got so bright that they were almost blinding.
"Don't waste you energy, Cloyster's shell can protect it form anything!"Regan said with pride. She
glanced at Pearl and saw the hinge of its shell start to crack open. "Pearl, c'mon, keep your shell closed!
"A little bit longer!" Rhia grunted.
"Cloyster!" It opened up its shell, exhausted by the heat, and was vulnerable for at least a minute which
was just enough time for an attack.
"Blaziken, Flamethrower!"
"Magmag, jump onto Crystal's Flamethrower." Mimi said while Rhia looked at her as if she were crazy.
Magmag ran onto of the Flamethrower and was nearly 3 feet awy from Pearl.
"I see, the Flamethrower is acting as a bridge across the pool!" Rhia exclaimed.
"Okay, Magmag QUICK ATTACK!"
"Qui..."It ran so fast that a white light shone from behind it.
"LAVA!" WHAM!
"Cloy...ster..." it fell over with knocked out eyes.
"Wow, that was good..." Regan said in disbelief.
***
"Here you go guys, the Arctic Badge." Regan said as she handed both of them a badge that was in the
shape of a diamond gemstone that was mostly light purple except for a line of white at the top that was
suppose to look like snow.
"You guys were great, are you headed towards Mytha City?"
"Yup," they both said together.
"Cool! That's Silver's gym! Ahhh...Silver!"she exclaimed with hearts in her eyes.
"Yeah, we'll just be going now..." Rhia said with a sweatdrop.
"Okay, take care!" Regan waved as they headed onto the route.
"Wonder who Silver is?" Mimi asked.
"He shouldn't be do hard to beat..Rhia remarked.

4 - Silver - Element Badge Part 1
"Abby, go! Blizzard one last time!" said a girl with shoulder length hair brown hair. She was wearing
baggy shorts with a large shirt that has Summer 06 printed across it. The Absol shot a freezing blizzard
attack right at the unsuspecting Salamence.
"Okay now THUNDER!!" the girl ordered.
"Absol!" THe room flashed with bolts of electricity as Salamence howled in pain. No longer able to fly, it
tumbled down and smashed into the ground below.
"Yeah! I tell ya don't mess with Amanda Thompson! Great job Abby!" she congradulated her Absol with
a thumbs up.
"Hmm.." said the orange haired boy on the other side of the batlle field. "Your still an amiture (bad
spelling!)though.."
"WHAT! HOLY CRAP! I just beat your pants! No gimme my badge right now or I'm gonna put a hurtin'on
you!" Amanda screamed.
"Whatever." he said coldly as he took a badge out from under his cape and threw it to her as if it was a
shuriken. It bounced off the ground and almost into Amanda's face. She picked it up and examined it. It
was traingular and had the colorsof the elements fire, lightning,and ice, the elements of dragons.
Amanda sneered and headed towards the door.
***
Mimi and Rhia dragged themselves to the city entrance.
"Man, I'm so tired." Mimi complained.
"You can't be tired! We hafta challenged the gym!" Rhia said with confidence. She put her fist into the
air.
"But first can we get something to eat?" Mimi said. Rhia did an anime fall but got back up.
"Yeah, I guess we can." she said witha sweatdrop. The started along the path when Rhia sighted the
Mytha City Gym.
"Or we can challenged the gym first!" she said abruptly and yanked Mimi who said "ugwahh!" in
surprise." Rhia didn't pay attention and rammed right into Amanda who was just leaving the gym. They
toppled over into one large heap.
"Uh okay, I don't know you, but you kinda CRUSHING me!" Amanda said irritably.
"Sorry but it was all Mrs. Impatient's fault!" Mimi snapped.
"heh heh!" Rhia laughed. "We're just here to battle the gym leader!" They all got up and dusted
themselves off.
"Really? I already did! It was a pain! I come inside with you for support! Anyway, my name's Amanda.
What about you?"
"I'm Rhia," Rhia said, adjusting her hat which was askew from the pileup.
"And I'm Mimi. My real name is Constance but prefer to call me anything but that."
"Cool! Let's go!" Amanda said. They walked inside the large gym. Their footsteps echoed as the door
shut behiind them.
"I challenge the gym leader her!" Rhia shouted.
"Me too!" Mimi said.
"And I'm just here for support!" yelled Amanda.
"Whatever," said a voice from above. The threesome looked up and saw the gym leader they were
about to face. He was standing on a pillar used for flying type battles.

"Heh..I bet I can beat you with both hands behing hy back!" Rhia sneered.
"You think too confident." he said, flicking his cape behind him. "Fine, so, double battle it is? Sure, it'll
give me a chance to knock out both of you at the same time."
"Sure thing, SILVER," Rhia said with a laugh.
"You already know him?" Amanda said surprisingly.
"Yeah, he helped me and some of my friends get their way outta Kanto. But now I'm here to kick you to
the ground!" she bragged triumphantly.
"Let's begin the battle, or are you too cocky?" Silver murmered with a glint in his eye. Rhia became
furios. "YOU WANNA PIECE OUTTA ME! LET'S BATTLE THEN!!!"
***
"This will be a 3 round battle with 2 pokemon per round. Only the trainers are allowed substituitions.
Begin!"
"Go April!" Mimi said releasing her Lapras into the water arena.
"You too Plushie!" Rhia said letting out her Dragonite.
"Let's go Kingdra!" said Silver as he let out the large pokemon. "Kingdra, agility!" he commanded.
Kingdra moved like a lightning bolt across the water. The pool started to get choppy and they realized
what was happening. Silver was using Kingdra's agility to make a whirlpool. April started to get sucked
into the trap.
"April, Blizzard!" April froze the whirlpool with its Blizzard attack but Kingdra was knowhere to be seen.
"Kingdra Ice Beam and Dragon breath!" Silver ordered.
"Dra!" The double attack rammed Plushie into the wall and sent it falling into the water. "Okay Kingdra,
twister!" Mingdra whipped up a fericious twister right towards the fallinfg Plushie.
"Okay Plushie, Dragonbreath!" Rhia commanded. Plushie got out of its dizzy moment and spewed out a
dragonbreath. The two attacks were equal and each kept on lunging their attacks.
"Kingdra, go!" Silver shouted.
"Plushie, full blast!" Rhia said, clenching her teeth.
"Dragonite!"
"Kingdra!" The waves has settled down when all of a sudden a figure lashed out a Kingdra.
TBC...

5 - Silver - Element Badge Part 2 Plus Skydiving
"Hey, watch out!"
"MAKE IT STOP!"
"Will you please do something?"
Heather hung onto the bezerk Skarmory by its neck like a rodeo cowboy.
"What's wrong with it?" Wally questioned.
"Look, it's foot." Crystal pointed out. There was a thorn stuck right between its claws. "'Kay here goes!"
she said as she braced hereself to pluck out the thorn. Rusty (Brendan's nickname for his Skarmory)
focused its beady yellow eyes onto the approaching girl. It screeched in fright, with Heather dangling on
it, her face pale and almost turning blue.
"Awww, SHADDUP!" Crystal threatened. Rusty quickly snapped its beak shut. "Now lift up your foot,"
Rusty did as it was told and Crystal snatched the thorn out and threw it behind her back. Rusty's
complexion suddenly changed from menacing to relaxed. Heather was still hanging onto its neck.
"Heather, you can get off now." Wally said. Heather looked like she was in shock. "Heather?" he poked
here and she toppled off the steel bird, twitching.
"Heather, don't be overdramatic," Crystal said as she climbed on top of Rusty.
"Hee, hee. I was wondering if it'll stir up ther moment." she replied witha sweatdrop.
"Well, I'm gonna see if Brendan's gonna come back soon," Crystal said and she took to the skies on
Rusty.
"Did you fall for the shock scene?" Heather asked with confidence.
"No." Wally murmered.
"Thought so."
***
"Okay Fossil, let's go heading back!" Brendan ordered his Aerodactyl. With a cry, it flew off toward the
gym.
Meanwhile, the sky was starting to get foggy and the wind was picking up speed.
"Argh, I can't see anything.." Crystal grumbled. Even rusty with it keen eyesight had to squint through the
rolling fog. All of a sudden a loud screech was heard and both turned their heads into the direction of the
sound. A sudden gush of wind blew and knocked Crystal off.
"Hmm....I always wanted to go skydiving..." she said calmly. "BUT NOT RIGHT NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!"
She waved her hands frsnticslly in the air, hoping she would grab onto something. Ironically, she hit
landed in something hard.
"Land? I'm alive?" she said have grateful, half confused. She looked at the enormous tail and wings of
the flying Pokemon.
"WWWAAAAAAAGGGGGGGHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!" she screamed
and almost jumped off the flying Pokemon.
"Could you keep it down?" said a voice.
"AGAHGAHH! Now I'm hearing voices!" Crystal cried as if all hope was lost.
"Yup. And your pilot says fasten your seabelts, we're about to hit some turbulance." Brendan
announced.
"But I...and you?...what...wasn't I?" Crystal stammered.

"We've reached our destination!" The two got off the Aerodactyl and Rusty came swooping down outta
the clouds.
"Okay..I'm confused." Crystal exclaimed.
"Brendan, you keep that mental Skarmory of yours away from civilized people when it's in CRAZY
MODE"!!!!!" Heather shouted, pointing a finger right into Brendan's face.
"Wha?" he said, scraching his pilot cap.
"Never mind, Heather's being Heather again." Wally said.
"OH come on!" Heather exclaimed.
"Okay Fossil and Rusty, return." Brendan ordered as he sent them back into there Pokeballs.
"I heard Rhia's in the Dana region." Heather said. Brendan stopped cold in his tracks. He turned around
and put his fists into the air, laughing meniacally.
"BWAHAHAHAHAHAHA!! I shall destroy her!"
"Ummm..." everyone said uncertainly.
***
"Go Flygon, Dragonbreath!" Silver commanded. A Flygon appeared so quickly and knocked April down
before it had a chance to attack Kingdra.
"April, dive!" Mimi ordered. April dived underwater and settled under Kingdra without being noticed. "Go,
blizard!" April let out a chilling blizzard attack. "Holy crap, don't forget I'm in here too ya know! Don't turn
me into a Amanda-sicle!" Amandan wimpered in the cold.
"Flygon, protect Kingdra!" Flygon flew in front of Kingdra and used Protect. The Blizzard bounced off the
sheild and nearly hit Plushie.
"Plushie, Hydro Pump!" Rhia cried. Plushie let out a powerful jet of water.
"Flygon, Rampage!"
"Rampage?" Rhia and Mimi said together. "What kind of move is that?"
"Oh, you'll see once it does the damage." Silver sneered. Flygon started to glow red.
"Plushie fly after Flygon!" Rhia said. The two dragon Pokemon were chasing each other in the air while
April and Kingdra battle below in the water.
"Good God, I wonder what that Rampage attack is gonna do?" Amanda pondered. Flygon started to
glow a brighter red. "Yo, what's the deal with the laser light show?" she shouted.
"Plushie, Hydro Pump! Flygon avoided the water blast.
"Okay Flygon, now Rampage!" Silver said. Flygon started flying, faster than a bullet, glowing a brighter
red each time it got faster. It beared its claws and prepared for the hit.
TBC........

6 - I Pity The Fools
"I'm soooo tired," Benny whined.
"Shut up and keep walking," Gary snapped back. The two aspiring trainers were walking through a forest
and they seemed to have gotten lost.
"Benny, lemme see the map,"
"Here you go," Benny replied as he sat on top of and old tree stump. A curious Nincada crawled out from
a hole in the tree stump.
"EEEEEEEEEEAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!" he screamed.
"Pipe down, I'm trying to find my way around here," Gary said, looking as his friend who had curled up
into a ball shivering against a tree (not a stump).
"Why'd we even hafta come here?" Benny said.
"Cause I heard Rhia was here and I wanna get all the badges before her. 'Sides, I also heard that most
of her friends are gym leaders here." Gary answered, turning the map sideways.
"I also heard she likes you!" Benny chimed.
"I've heard that too, but I don't care." he traced the route on the map with his finger. "Here's the path to
the nearest town, Cinder Town. Let's go."
"Aw, man." his friend groaned.
The two were near the end of the forest where a flamethrower blast nearly missed them. Up ahead was
a girl with a Rapidash.
"Okay, now Fire Spin!" she commanded! The horse whinnied and let out a spiraling blast of fire. The
attack missed again as Benny shouted, "Whaddya think you're doing?"
"Hm?" the girl turned around.
"You nearly blew our heads with fire!" Gary complained.
"And we're never gonna get outta here!" Benny wailed as he sunk down onto the ground in a state of
depression.
"Never mind him," Gary said with a sweatdrop.
"Well, I can take ya'll back to my place!" the girl offered.
"I think that'll be the wisest idea," He replied looking down at Benny.
***
"Here we are!" the girl announced.
"But this is the gym," Benny said.
"Yeah, and a gym leader fits best with a gym!" she replied. "And seeing how shocked you all are my
name's Jesie and I rule this down with my awesome fire Pokemon! So if ya wanna get some rest, one of
ya'll is gonna hafta battle me!"
"Will I get a badge for it?" Gary asked.
"Yes,"
"I'm there!"
"Can I just have a nice couch to lay down on?" Benny whined.
"You're a wimp..." Jesie said.
"I know," Benny said quietly.
***
"Ticonderoga!" Heather shouted randomly into the sly.
"What?!" Crystal said.

"I dunno, I saw that name on a pencil," she replied.
"um..." Crystal thought outloud.
"Anyway, where are we going?" Heather questioned.
"For a walk,"
They strolled down a hill where an angry Dodrio came sprinting right towards them.
"Dodrio, lose!" Crystal shouted. Heather and Crystal jumped out of the way and exchanged glances.
Soon, Brendan came following behind.
"Hi guys, bye guys!" he said rapidly chasing the Pokemon.
"Uh, hi?!" Crystal shouted back. A minute passed. Heather screamed "And we're NOT guys!

7 - Lunches, Battles, Races, and Apples!
"Hmmm.." said Crystal, looking at Heather's lunch. There sat a turkey sandwhich in a plastic container
with the word "TURKEY" written out on it. "Did you know turkey spelled backwards is "yekrut"?"
"What?! Okay, that was random." Heather replied. She held up the sandwhich and pretended she was
handing it to someone. "Would you like some of this delicious yekrut?" she joked.
"Well, it does make it sound less appetizing..." Crystal metioned. She unwrapped her lunch and started
to eat.
***
"This is not going as somethly as I thought..." Amanda mumbled as she watched Rhia and Mimi try to
keep up with the lightning fast Dragon Pokemon. "GO GO GO!" she screamed.
"We're working on it!" Rhia snapped. Flygon hit PLushie with a Rampage attack and sent it crashing into
the wall. Bits of concrete flew everywhere. PLushie struggled to get up, shoving rocks out of its path.
"Plushie, doon't give up! Now go!"
"April, hit with ICE BEAM!!!!" Mimi ordered. April focused its Ice Beam towards Kingdra.
"Kingdra, dive!" Silver ordered.
"HAH! You fell for it!" Mimi yelled, cockingly.
"What the..." Silver said uncertaintly, looking at the babbling girl. April quickly turned her head and hit
Flygon full power with an Ice Beam.
"BOO-YAH!" Amanda cheered.
"Plushie Hyper Beam while it's down!"Rhia commanded. PLushie hit Flygon with a blast of orange and
yellow. Flygon splashed into the pool, dust filling the air. As the dust cleared, Flygon floated back to the
surface, fainted.
"Yeah!" Amanda, Rhia, adn Mimi shouted in unison. Silver returned Flygon to its Pokeball and sent out
another Pokemon. It looked like a blue dragon morphed with a dog.
"Ecteon!" it bellowed.
"Whoa!" Rhia said.
"That's the new evolution of Eevee! It's a dragon type!" Mimi explained.
"Ecteon, Dragon Claw!" Ecteon charged toward April with its claws glowing. It clawed at April and
jumped off its shell onto the other side of the arena. April maintained balance and fired a Hydro Pump at
Ecteon. It easily evaded the attack and waited for its next attack.
"Kingdra, headbutt!" Rhia, Mimi and Amanda totlally forgot that Kingdra was underwater. Kingdra hit
right at the pit of April's stomach so hard that it hit the ceiling. It tumbled down in an enormous wave of
water. Everyone got hit with a decent amout of water. Amanda looked at her drenched clothes. "Aww,
man! I just had these washed!"
***
Heather threw away the rest of here lunch and she and Crystal both headed to the rest center.
"Well, I'm bored." Heather sighed.
"I saw a Pokemon race yesterday...why don't we have a race?" Crystal suggested.
"Yeah that sounds awesome! Go Star!" Heather siad releasing her Espeon.
"Come on, Shadow!" Crystal released her Umbreon.
"Whoever wins hasta buy lunch tomorrow." Heather bet.
"Deal, finish line is the bottom of Mt. Ozone." Crystal agreed.
"On your mark get set...."

"Go!"
***
Brendan was sleeping under a large tree. An apple jiggled from a branch and hit him on the head.
"Hngrgh?" he grumbled. He looked up and saw a figure of a Pokemon looming above him. It flew down
and picked up the apple in its hands.
"Well, hello Latia." he said half asleep. Crystal's Latias, gave him a smile and started to eat the apple. It
stoppd and flew near the top of the tree again. Brendan stood up, wondering what she was doing.
Suddenly, another apple fell out of the tree. Brendan caught it with on hand. Latia gave him a nod,
meaining he could have the apple. Brendan thanked her and they both sat under the tree, eating their
apples.

7 - Lunches, Battles, Races, and Apples!
"Hmmm.." said Crystal, looking at Heather's lunch. There sat a turkey sandwhich in a plastic container
with the word "TURKEY" written out on it. "Did you know turkey spelled backwards is "yekrut"?"
"What?! Okay, that was random." Heather replied. She held up the sandwhich and pretended she was
handing it to someone. "Would you like some of this delicious yekrut?" she joked.
"Well, it does make it sound less appetizing..." Crystal metioned. She unwrapped her lunch and started
to eat.
***
"This is not going as somethly as I thought..." Amanda mumbled as she watched Rhia and Mimi try to
keep up with the lightning fast Dragon Pokemon. "GO GO GO!" she screamed.
"We're working on it!" Rhia snapped. Flygon hit PLushie with a Rampage attack and sent it crashing into
the wall. Bits of concrete flew everywhere. PLushie struggled to get up, shoving rocks out of its path.
"Plushie, doon't give up! Now go!"
"April, hit with ICE BEAM!!!!" Mimi ordered. April focused its Ice Beam towards Kingdra.
"Kingdra, dive!" Silver ordered.
"HAH! You fell for it!" Mimi yelled, cockingly.
"What the..." Silver said uncertaintly, looking at the babbling girl. April quickly turned her head and hit
Flygon full power with an Ice Beam.
"BOO-YAH!" Amanda cheered.
"Plushie Hyper Beam while it's down!"Rhia commanded. PLushie hit Flygon with a blast of orange and
yellow. Flygon splashed into the pool, dust filling the air. As the dust cleared, Flygon floated back to the
surface, fainted.
"Yeah!" Amanda, Rhia, adn Mimi shouted in unison. Silver returned Flygon to its Pokeball and sent out
another Pokemon. It looked like a blue dragon morphed with a dog.
"Ecteon!" it bellowed.
"Whoa!" Rhia said.
"That's the new evolution of Eevee! It's a dragon type!" Mimi explained.
"Ecteon, Dragon Claw!" Ecteon charged toward April with its claws glowing. It clawed at April and
jumped off its shell onto the other side of the arena. April maintained balance and fired a Hydro Pump at
Ecteon. It easily evaded the attack and waited for its next attack.
"Kingdra, headbutt!" Rhia, Mimi and Amanda totlally forgot that Kingdra was underwater. Kingdra hit
right at the pit of April's stomach so hard that it hit the ceiling. It tumbled down in an enormous wave of
water. Everyone got hit with a decent amout of water. Amanda looked at her drenched clothes. "Aww,
man! I just had these washed!"
***
Heather threw away the rest of here lunch and she and Crystal both headed to the rest center.
"Well, I'm bored." Heather sighed.
"I saw a Pokemon race yesterday...why don't we have a race?" Crystal suggested.
"Yeah that sounds awesome! Go Star!" Heather siad releasing her Espeon.
"Come on, Shadow!" Crystal released her Umbreon.
"Whoever wins hasta buy lunch tomorrow." Heather bet.
"Deal, finish line is the bottom of Mt. Ozone." Crystal agreed.
"On your mark get set...."

"Go!"
***
Brendan was sleeping under a large tree. An apple jiggled from a branch and hit him on the head.
"Hngrgh?" he grumbled. He looked up and saw a figure of a Pokemon looming above him. It flew down
and picked up the apple in its hands.
"Well, hello Latia." he said half asleep. Crystal's Latias, gave him a smile and started to eat the apple. It
stoppd and flew near the top of the tree again. Brendan stood up, wondering what she was doing.
Suddenly, another apple fell out of the tree. Brendan caught it with on hand. Latia gave him a nod,
meaining he could have the apple. Brendan thanked her and they both sat under the tree, eating their
apples.

8 - Win Some, Lose Some
After what seemed like hours of battling, Silver's last two Pokemon, a Salamence and a Dragonite laid
unconscious on the battlefield. The walls were all damaged from various Pokemon slamming into them
from random attacks.
"Tough break, you're gonna hafta get those walls repaired..." Amanda sneered. Rhia and Mimi returned
April and Plushie and Silver tossed their badges toward them.
"How does it feel to lose, WIMP?!" Amanda shouted. Silver just made a menacing glare.
"So immature," he muttered under his breath.
"Hah! YOU'RE just in DENIAL! See ya in the Loser'S CIRCLE!" she replied.
"Awesome!" Rhia exclaimed.
"Now can we get something to eat?" Mimi whined. Rhia and Amanda did an Anime fall.
***
"SHADOW wins!"
"STAR wins!"
Heather and Crystal wre arguing at the bottom of Mt. Ozone about who won the race. Shadow and Star
looked at each other and exchanged glances.
"Okay, it was a tie. We'll both split the lunch cost." Heather declareed.
"Sounds good to me." Crystal agreed.
***
"Let's go Blastoise!" Gary said releasing his Pokemon.
"Hmmm...who should I chose...." Jesie thought outloud. Her Rapidash whinnied. "Okay Blazer, you
seem to be up for it. I choose you!"
"Okay, this is a one on one! If Gary wins, we get to rest here. If Jesie wins, then I minus well head to the
next restaurant..." His voice trailed off like he was going to sleep.
"BENNY!" Gary cried.
"Wha?! Oh, begin!"
"Blastoise, use Hydro Pump!" Gary commanded.
"Blastoise!" It aimed a Hydro Pump straight at Blazer.
"Blazer dodge!" Jesie said. Blazer jumped out of the way in the nick of time as the Hydro Pump hit the
wall. "Use Stomp!" Blazer charged at full speed and leaped into the air. It stomped onto Blastoise's head
and left Blastoise with a throbbing red mark.
"Blastoise use Rapid Spin!" Gart ordered through gritted teeth. Blastoise tucked its hands, feet and head
into its shell and charged at Blazer.
"Blazer, use Flire Spin!" Jesie shouted. Blazer whinnied and let out a spinning rage of fire.
"Blastoise, keep going through the fire!" Blastiose hurled through the Fire Spin at full speed, ready to
attack.
"Blazer, dodge!"
"What?!" Gary exclaimed with a sweat drop. Blastoise, unaware that Blazer had gotten out of the way,
was still hurtling through the air.
And straight towards the wall.
SLAM!
Blastoise lay against the wall, dazed and confused.
"Unfortunately, the victory goes to Jesie..." Benny said quitely.

"Man, that it one weak Blastoise..." Jesie murmered.
"Whaddya just say?" Gary asked suspiciously.
"Uh, I mean, even though I won the batlle,I'll still allow you to rest up here and I will even let you have
some decent food!" she said.
"YES!" Benny shouted, his eyes full of hope once again.
"Yeah, I guess we could," Gary whispered as he returned Blastoise to its Pokeball.
***
"Wow, look at the view..." Brendan said, amazed at the sunset on the lake. Latia prouduced a smile and
lifted Brendan off his feet. She flew high into the sky, with Brendan screaming his head off. Then he
realized that Latia was trying to show him how the view looked from the sky. Latia flew to a nearby cliff,
and dropped Brendan off there. He smiled and she gave him a thumbs up with her little claw. Then, the
ground underneath him gave way and sent him tumblimg into nothingness. Latia swooped down and
caught him. She gave a nod of approval and descended toward Mt. Ozone. Brendan held on, and
embraced himself for the landing.
***
"Hey, ya wanna see something really cool?" Crystal asked Heather.
"Uhhh, sure."
"FFWWWWWEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!" she whistled by putting her two fingers in her mouth. Overhead
Latia heard the sound and descended toward Heather and Crystal.
WHOOSH!
Latia appeared out of nowhere with Brendan by her side.
"Whoa, howja do that?" Heather asked.
"Wait, there's more." She whistled again and they waited.
Suddenly, a Pokemon again appeared outta nowhere.
"Lady and Gentleman, meet the fabulous duo, Latia and Latio!" Crystal announced.
Latia and Latio waved and both gave thunbs up signs.
"So, Brendan what are you doing here?"
"Nothing, really..." he muttered.
"I say we go out tonight!" Heather shouted putting a fist in the air.
"What, like a restaurant?" Brendan said.
"Yeah!"
"Cool, where are we gonna go?" Crystal questioned.
"I didn't think of that..." Heather replied quietly with her head drooping down. Crystal and Brendan looked
at each other with sweatdrops.
"But since Brendan is coming along, who's gonna pay for it?"
"ROCK PAPER SCISSORS!!!" Heather screamed.
They all agreed. They counted to 3. All rock. Next. All scissors. Next. All paper. Next.....blah, blah, balh.
"Unless you guys haven't noticed....this is getting up nowhere."
"Then a fight to the finish!" Brendan and Heather declared which left Crystal with a surprised look. "We'll
BATTLE!" they said.
"Loser of the last battle buys lunch."
"Ley's get dis battle in da house!" Heather cried.

9 - Sterling
Gary and Benny had finished eating when Jesie chimed in.
"I need to go to Mytha City to get something! Can you watch over the gym?! I trust that you two,
especially you (points to Gary) won't do anything stupid..."
"It's all in good hands..." Garys said proudly.
"Right...." Jesie said uncertainly. She went into the front of the gym and called her Rapidash. She
jumped on and they galloped toward Mytha City. "I hope that sneaky theif doesn't come and steal all my
potions..."
"What could possibly go wrong?" Gary thought to himself.
***
Crystal had already won the first battle and was now watching Heather and Bredan face off.
"Go Windy!" Brendan said with a flick of a pokeball.
"Let's win this Luny!" Heather shouted.
"This battle will be between Heather and her Lunatone and Brendan and his Aireon (my made up Flying
type eevee evo), no time limit. Let the battle begin!" Crystal announced.
"Luny, start tthings off with an Ice Beam!" Heather commanded.
"Lune!" It shot a power blue beam straight toward Windy.
"Dodge!" Brendan ordred. Aireon got out of the way as the Ice Beam hit the ground and froze a chunk of
grass. "Now Steel Wing!"
"Air!" Windy's wings glew a silver color and it flew right into Luny, scoring a direct hit.
"Grrrr..."Heather growled through gritted teeth. "Luny Psychic!" Luny's eyes glew and it lifted Windy into
the air. It threw it into the nearest tree and it slammed into the braches. No one could see the Aireon
because the view was blocked by the thick leaves.
Brendan had the perfect oppurtunity. "Windy, Gust attack!" At first nothing happened, but then the wind
kicked up and the leaves blew off the tree with such speed that they looked like Razor Leaves. The
leaves bounced and scraped against Luny's rock body and it struggled to keep its eye open. Windy
zoomed striaght foward and Heather screamed "Rock Throw!" Luny gathered a bunch of rocks around it
and waited to strike.
"Windy, counter with Iron Tail!" Brendan ordred. Windy, flying at full speed, obeyed its trainer. Its tail
glew and it kept flying.
"Strike!" they both commanded in unison. Windy did a mid-air somersault hitting Luny with the Iron Tail
while Luny smashed into Windy with a bunch of rocks. The collision caused an explosion and a huge
blast of smoke appeared.
After the smoke cleared, Crystal saw that both Pokemon were down. "This battle is a draw!" She
declared. But it was not over yet.
Brendan and Heather had went after each other and started to fight. RAndom kicks and punches were
thrown into the air and Crystal saw there was an even bigger problem. Neither one of them knew it but
the were just about to run off a cliff!
"Heather, wait, stop! Brendan-hey listen!" Crystal cried.
But it was too late. They had already fallen and were headed straight toward a rocky, unpleasent, death.
Thinking as fast as lightning, Crystal told Latia and Latio to use Psychic. Heather and Brendan felt
thereselves floating back toward the land. They stood there staring at Crystal, like zombies. She saw
that Brendan had two black eyes and Heather had a giant bruise on her right arm and Crystal swore she

was missing a tooth.
"Okay...let's get back to the gym..." They both stared at her and stepped forward and collapsed onto the
grass. "Hoo boy, okay, Latio get Brendan and Latia get Heather. The two Pokemon let the fallen gym
leaders ride on their backs while they headed to the clinic.
***
"Well, the next Gym is in Cinder Town..." Amanda said, looking at the map. "We're also close to there!"
The threesome had already eaten and were headed to their next battle.
"Have you already challenged the leader?" Rhia asked Amanda.
"Not yet. Seeing as I have a lot of traveling to do I have to keep my hunger in order!"
"I hope it will be a lot easier than Sterling that we jsut battled." Mimi snorted.
"Sterling?"Amanda asked.
"Yeah, like sterling silver. He hates it when I called him that." she relpied. Amanda just shrugged her
shoulders.
"LOOK OUT!" A girl on a Rapidash was about to run into them. Amazingly, instead of just going past
them, the rider commanded her flaming horse to jump right over them. They all watched as the horse
disappeared into the distance.
"Man, that was cool, can she to that again?!" Amanda said cheerfully. Rhia and Mimi glared at her. "Just
kiddin', okay...back to the map.
***
Silver snuck around the corner of the Cinder Town gym. Instead of his gym clothes he wore his regular
wardrobe: navy blue fleece shirt, boots....blah, blah... He peered through the window and saw to
oblivious idiots staring into the screen of the T.V. He smiled and found his way to another window, which
had no inhabitants. He pushed the window frame up quietly and slipped inside.
The room he was standing in was pretty vacant, nothing but a couple of chairs and whatnot. He looked
down the hallway and sneaked to the gym's clininc, where potions and pokeballs were stored. Silver saw
there was a convenient box filled with potions and elixers. He snatched the whole box and was out the
gym in a flash. Gary or Benny didn't realize anything...
As Silver was outside he was greeted by the looks of three confused trainers.
"Yo Sterling, what are you doin' here?!"
He made his escape and Rhia, Amanda, and Mimi followed in pursuit.
TBC.............................................................................
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